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Single Metals
Cleaning and caring for designs made from solid gold, silver, and more
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Metal Type Safe to use With

jewelry cleaner

Cleaning Tips Care Notes

Gold Use a soft cloth to gently wipe clean, then remove any remaining 
impurities with mild diluted soap. Rinse with warm water and dry 
thoroughly before storing in the provided jewelry pouch.

x

Silver Use a soft cloth to gently wipe clean, then remove any remaining 
impurities with mild diluted soap. Rinse with warm water and dry 
thoroughly before storing in the provided jewelry pouch.

Aluminum Use a soft cloth to gently wipe clean, then remove any remaining 
impurities with mild diluted soap. Rinse with warm water and dry 
thoroughly before storing in the provided jewelry pouch.

Because aluminum is more fragile than other metals like sterling silver, 
please wear your aluminum jewelry with care to avoid scratching it. Do 
not bang on hard surfaces.

Black Rhodium Use a soft cloth to gently wipe clean, then remove any remaining 
impurities with mild diluted soap. Rinse with warm water and dry 
thoroughly before storing in the provided jewelry pouch.

Black rhodium is a rare type of platinum plated over silver and gold 

to create a darker hue. Like any plated finish, it will fade over time and 

with wear. Since salt, chlorine and other solutions can damage this finish, 
please remove your jewelry before bathing, swimming or washing 

your hands.

Bronze Clean regularly with the white side of a David Yurman polishing cloth. 
See care tips for additional ways to prevent tarnishing.

Bronze is an alloy made predominantly from copper. Some people may 
have a reaction to the metal which could slightly discolor the skin. This is 
harmless and can be easily washed off with soap and water. People with 
particularly sensitive skin may not be able to wear copper and bronze. 

Copper Use a soft cloth to gently wipe clean, then remove any remaining 
impurities with mild diluted soap. Rinse with warm water and dry 
thoroughly before storing in the provided jewelry pouch.

Copper jewelry will acquire a patina over time. To clean the naturally-
produced patina, simply use a polishing cloth to remove oils and dirt. The 
use of anti-tarnishing paper will also help slow down the patina process.

Platinum Use a soft cloth to gently wipe clean, then remove any remaining 
impurities with mild diluted soap. Rinse with warm water and dry 
thoroughly before storing in the provided jewelry pouch.

x

Titanium (All Colors) Do not use chemical jewelry cleaner. Use a very soft cloth to gently 
remove any tarnish, then clean with mild diluted soap. Rinse with warm 
water and dry thoroughly before storing the design in its jewelry pouch. 

Titanium is resilient, but may show wear over time. Take care to remove 
jewelry at night and before exercise or intense physical activity. Avoid 
contact with abrasive materials.

Stainless Steel Clean stainless steel and darkened stainless steel with warm water and 
mild, diluted soap. Dry thoroughly with a clean towel.
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Please note: To reduce possible reactions, remove your jewelry at night, avoid wearing during exercise or excessive sweating. Do not apply excessive lotions while wearing.



Mixed Metals
Cleaning and caring for designs made from multiple materials
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Metal Type Mixed With Cleaning Tips Care Notes

Silver with PVD Clean regularly by wiping with a fresh, soft cloth. Gold

Silver (including blackened)

Titanium (Black, Silver, Grey)

Forged Carbon

Titanium is resilient, but may show wear over time. Please avoid contact 
with abrasive materials.

Do not use chemical jewelry cleaner. Gently wipe this item clean with a 
soft cloth and remove any remaining impurities with mild diluted soap 
and warm water. Avoid contact with abrasive surfaces.

Black Rhodium Black rhodium is a rare type of platinum plated over silver and gold to 
create a darker hue. Like any plated finish, it will fade over time and with 
wear. Since salt, chlorine and other solutions can damage this finish, 
please remove your jewelry before bathing, swimming or washing your 
hands.

Clean regularly by wiping with a fresh, soft cloth. Take care to remove 
jewelry at night and before exercise or intense physical activity. Do not 
apply lotions while wearing.

Silver & Ceramic Ceramic coatings are strong, but can be fragile if hit against or dropped on 
hard surfaces such as concrete, metal or wood. Please protect your jewelry 
from impact against such surfaces.

Wash with mild soap and water before letting it air dry. Once dried, 
gently wipe any gold areas with the white side of a DY polishing cloth.

Copper Copper jewelry will acquire a patina over time. To clean the naturally-
produced patina, simply use a polishing cloth to remove oils and dirt. The 
use of anti-tarnishing paper will also help slow down the patina process.

Use a soft cloth to gently wipe clean, then remove any remaining 
impurities with mild diluted soap. Rinse with warm water and dry 
thoroughly before storing in the provided jewelry pouch.

Platinum Do not use abrasive cleaners, steamers or ultrasonic machines. Use a soft 
cloth to gently wipe clean, then remove any remaining impurities with 
mild diluted soap. Rinse with warm water and dry thoroughly before 
storing in the provided jewelry pouch.

Clean regularly by wiping with a fresh, soft cloth. Please wear this design with care to avoid scratches.  GoldAluminum

To clean, wipe with a soft, damp cloth or use mild diluted soap and 
warm water. Dry thoroughly before storing in the provided jewelry 
pouch.

Please wear this design with care to avoid scratches.Silver

 Bronze Clean regularly by wiping with a fresh, soft cloth. Take care to remove 
jewelry at night and before exercise or intense physical activity. Do not 
apply lotions while wearing.

Gold

Silver

Brass

Stainless Steel Clean regularly by wiping with a fresh, soft cloth. Gold

Silver

PVD
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Please note: To reduce possible reactions, remove your jewelry at night, avoid wearing during exercise or excessive sweating. Do not apply excessive lotions while wearing.



Metal Type Mixed With Cleaning Tips Care Notes

Do not use chemical jewelry cleaner. Gently wipe this item clean with a
soft cloth and remove any remaining impurities with mild diluted soap
and warm water. Avoid contact with abrasive surfaces.

Titanium is resilient, but may show wear over time. Please avoid contact
with abrasive materials.

Black Titanium

Grey Titanium

Silver

Black Rhodium

Black Oxidation

Black rhodium is a rare type of platinum plated over silver and gold to
create a darker hue. Like any plated finish, it will fade over time and with
wear. Since salt, chlorine and other solutions can damage this finish,
please remove your jewelry before bathing, swimming or washing your
hands.

Do not apply polishing compound or use a coated polishing cloth
on black oxidation finishes. Clean regularly by wiping with a fresh,
soft cloth.

Brass

Platinum

Stainless Steel

Clean regularly by wiping with a fresh, soft cloth. 

Copper Copper jewelry will acquire a patina over time. To clean the naturally-
produced patina, simply use a polishing cloth to remove oils and dirt. The
use of anti-tarnishing paper will also help slow down the patina process.

Clean regularly by wiping with a fresh, soft cloth. Take care to remove
jewelry at night and before exercise or intense physical activity. Do not 
apply lotions while wearing.

Gold Use the white side of the provided David Yurman polishing cloth to
gently wipe clean, then remove any remaining tarnish with mild diluted
soap. Rinse with warm water and dry thoroughly before storing the
design in its jewelry pouch.

PVD Clean regularly by wiping with a fresh, soft cloth. Please avoid contact
with abrasive materials. 

Platinum Do not use abrasive cleaners, steamers or ultrasonic machines. Clean 
regularly by wiping with a fresh, soft cloth. Please avoid contact with 
abrasive surfaces.

Titanium is resilient, but may show wear over time. Please avoid contact
with abrasive materials.

Black Titanium

Grey Titanium

Do not apply polishing compound or use a coated polishing cloth 
on black oxidation finishes. Use a soft cloth to gently wipe clean,
then remove any remaining impurities with mild diluted soap. 
Rinse with warm water and dry thoroughly before storing in the
provided jewelry pouch.

Black rhodium is a rare type of platinum plated over silver and gold to 
create a darker hue. Like any plated finish, it will fade over time and with 
wear. Since salt, chlorine and other solutions can damage this finish, 
please remove your jewelry before bathing, swimming or washing your 
hands.

Black Rhodium
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Please note: To reduce possible reactions, remove your jewelry at night, avoid wearing during exercise or excessive sweating. Do not apply excessive lotions while wearing.
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